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Company boss
Jenny did and
swears it’s
worth it. But
you can lose
wrinkles, too...
by changing
the lightbulbs

Jenny, who lives in Weybridge, Surrey, with her
husband Graham, 55, a property consultant, their son Dan, 27,
and his fiancee, Louise, admits that she looks after herself.
‘I don’t smoke, I eat healthily and I avoid sugar,’ she says. ‘I also
use good skincare.’ But the secret behind her youthful looks isn’t
a cream or surgery — it’s the clever lighting she’s had installed.
‘As I’ve got older, I’ve become acutely aware of the impact lighting can have on the way I look and feel,’ she says. ‘As far as I’m
concerned, good lighting is the best make-up, so the lighting
throughout our house has been painstakingly chosen to be as
flattering as possible. It gives everyone a slightly airbrushed look
that subtly blurs imperfections and takes years off.’
Looking her best is so important to Jenny that when she moved
into her six-bedroom detached house five years ago, one of her
first calls was to specialist lighting designer Sally Storey.
‘I’ve worked with Sally on several
projects, and although her expertise starts at £10,000 — not including lights — it’s money well spent.’
Among the lighting tricks recommended by Sally are using warm,
white-based bulbs, rather than
colder blue-white ones, as they flatter skin tone and emit less glare,
and long, slim lights either side of
eye distinguishes shapes,’ explains
the bathroom mirror to imitate
professional portrait photographer
natural light.
John Godwin. ‘It’s the way our
‘Obviously, you need good enough
brain makes sense of what we’re
light to do make-up correctly, otherseeing, and is able to gauge, for
wise you risk leaving the house lookexample, how wide someone’s face
ing overdone, but you don’t want to
is, or where their nose is. That’s
see every single flaw first thing in the
why contouring using make-up is
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so popular, because it’s about artiDimmer switches, or a mood
ficially creating light and shadow in
lighting panel, in the bathroom and
a way that’s most flattering.’
bedroom are also must-haves,
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she says.
more important to make
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sure we get lighting
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main entertainthey know the lighting is harsh.
photographers snap the
‘These are all
ing area, and
Jenny, who runs a design consulfeatures that bad
left side of her face —
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tancy, Hill House Interiors, can roll
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different one
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best
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good lighting can
event or time of
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disguise. For example,
year. ‘If I’m entertain‘I was recently photographed
light from directly above
ing, I choose the lowest
underneath a spotlight, and it
will cast shadow into wrinsetting, which is more flatwasn’t
flattering,’ she says. ‘The hidkles, making them appear even
tering,’ she says.
eous, fluorescent lighting in airports
more apparent, as well as creating
also makes everyone look terrible.’
shadows under the eyes that make
She points out that good lighting
women look tired. Similarly, light
isn’t just flattering, but is also
from behind can highlight any
EN years ago, the only
uplifting,
and, of course, when
downy hair around the chin, as well
women who could have
you’re happy, you look better. ‘It’s
as any frizzy hair, which means it
told you how they liked
the most worthwhile investment
often shows up greys because they
to be lit were professional
for looks and mood,’ she enthuses.
tend to have a more wiry texture.’
models and actresses. But now,
It’s not just women of a certain
The wrong lighting can instantly
thanks to instantly available digital
age who are going to great lengths
age you; kinder lighting take years
images, ubiquitous camera phones,
to ensure the lighting in their home
off, which is why even celebrities
and the rise of the selfie, women of
is ultra flattering.
can sometimes appear to age in the
a certain age have a heightened
Wellbeing expert Stephanie Lewis
space of 24 hours.
awareness of the impact lighting
(simplystephanie.co.uk) is only
Take Renee Zellweger, who was
can have on their appearance and
30,
but she installed dimmer
pictured at a photocall perfectly lit
they’re prepared to spend money
switches and invested in warmwith glowing skin and smooth foredoing something about it.
One friend of mine in her 40s has
recently swapped all the bulbs in
her house from bright white to
warm white and ditched the harsh
downlighters in the kitchen, where
she spends much of her time. ‘I
THE sticky problem of Sellotape at Christmas
look years younger,’ she said.
has been solved — with lickable wrapping
Meanwhile, another has stopped
paper! Prettily patterned Instawrap (£3.99 for
going to quiz nights at her son’s
two sheets, instawrap.co.uk) involves
school because the strip lighting is
no one-handed wrestling with a roll of
so unflattering. ‘My husband thinks
sticky tape and pair of scissors. Instead,
I’m really vain, but I look like a
haggard old crone,’ she shrugs.
the back of the paper is gummed.
So what is it about poor lighting
Simply wrap gifts as usual, then lick and
that means it can so dramatically
press down, as with an envelope.
transform the way we look?
‘Light and shadow are how the

by Claire
Coleman
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LTHOUGH she’s in her mid-50s, interior
designer Jenny Weiss is frequently mistaken
for someone at least a decade younger by
visitors to her home.

SMAN

Would you spend
lighting to make yo

Ready for a close-up: Interior designer Jenny Weiss

toned light bulbs after moving into
her West London home with her
fiance, Sebastian.
‘I remember walking into our flat
before we bought it and almost
gasping in horror. Bright white
bulbs and wall lamps created awful
shadows that put at least ten years
on me. My face looked washed out
and ancient,’ she says.
‘But now, I can walk in at the end
of a long day, shattered, and still
feel good.’

J

ENNY and Stephanie have
worked out that with a little
bit of know-how, it’s possible to create a lighting
scheme that conceals imperfections. Shops have been doing it for
years by lighting their fitting rooms
in the most flattering ways, having
realised we buy more clothes when
we look our best in the mirror.
So what basics does every woman
— particularly those over the age of
40 — need to know?
‘You may think of lighting in terms
of how many watts a bulb gives out,
but what really makes a difference
to your appearance is what is called
the Colour Rendering Index (CRI),
which measures how accurately a
light will show the colour of an
object,’ says lighting designer Bill
Noble of wowlighting.co.uk.
‘To do your make-up, you should
choose as high a CRI as possible, as
it will give you an accurate idea of
what your bare face looks like.’
In other rooms, a lower CRI will
be much more flattering.
‘Colour temperature, which is
really a gauge of how much yellow
or blue is in a light, is measured in
degrees Kelvin (K) and the colder

— or bluer — the light, the higher
the number,’ explains Bill.
‘The strip lighting you often find
in offices is around 4000K, as
anyone who’s been aghast at the
dark shadows that suddenly appear
under their eyes in a badly lit office
will know.’
In contrast, a warmer yellow light
hides any blue tones, and doesn’t
emphasise red tones, so it is
considered to be one of the most
flattering lights.
And, of course, positioning of
lighting is also key.
‘We usually only notice lighting in
relation to mirrors, as that’s when
we see the effect it has on us,’ Bill
Noble says. ‘A single spotlight
above only serves to highlight wrinkles and blemishes. But the same is
true elsewhere in the home.
‘Ceiling recessed downlights have
become popular and can be very
effective but, if you choose the
wrong type of fitting, they will act
as little glare bombs in the ceiling,
highlighting wrinkles, and casting
shadows under the eyes.
‘If possible, you should use downlights instead, where the lamp is
recessed into the fitting, significantly reducing glare.’
It may sound like a lot of hassle
— and expense, but Jenny Weiss,
and many like her, are utterly
convinced that it’s all worth it.
‘On Christmas Day we are having
30 people for drinks in the morning
and then 20 for lunch,’ Jenny says.
‘Graham and I will be doing all the
cooking, which we love, even
though it’s pretty exhausting. But I
know for a fact that no matter how
tired I feel by the time we sit down,
I’ll still be looking glowing, healthy
and youthful — and that’s all down
to our lighting — how can you put
a price on that?’
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£10,000 on home
ourself look younger?
PROOFYOU CAN LOSE 20 YEARS ATTHE FLICK OFA SWITCH

STILL not convinced that
lighting can change how old
you look? In a unique
experiment, we asked portrait
photographer JOHN GODWIN
to recreate the different types
of light we encounter on a
daily basis. He photographed
36-year-old model Jacqueline
Bundey in each, and we then
asked Harley Street cosmetic
dermatologist, Dr Justine Kluk
(drjustinekluk.com) to give us
her verdict...

OUT FOR LUNCH (ABOVE) : If you want to
look your best, pick a table with a white
tablecloth and sit opposite a window so
natural light comes in and lights you
from above, and is simultaneously
reflected upwards by the white
tablecloth. This lights the features in the
same way you might use a make-up
highlighter. It’s the closest real life gets
to being perfectly lit.
DR KLUK SAYS: This is flawless. The cheeks
are round, the jawline defined, the
laughter lines less pronounced. She
could easily be in her early 30s.

ON THE TRAIN: Bright light coming in from
the windows on either side shows up every
wrinkle and pore and creates a harsh line
down the middle of the face.
DR KLUK SAYS: The texture of Jacqueline’s skin
here looks grainy and dry, rather than smooth
and dewy. She could easily be around 50 here.

SITTING IN FRONT OF A WINDOW: If you have your
back to the window with the light streaming in
around you, every wrinkle will show up and you
will have shadows where you don’t want them.
DR KLUK SAYS: This light emphasises the fine lines
on her temple and crows’ feet. She could easily
be a well-preserved 55-year-old in this picture.

CANDLE-LIT MEAL: This may be romantic, but
this is the effect it will create on your face —
casting shadows and highlighting lines.
DR KLUK SAYS: Although the cheeks look
youthful, what draws the eye is the neck and
décolleté, which look crepey and weathered,
like you would see on a 50-year-old.

IN THE OFFICE: The light from a computer monitor
bounces off flatter areas, such as the forehead
and cheekbones, making them look wider.
DR KLUK SAYS: Although the harsh light creates
shine, it also gives the skin a smooth, glowing
appearance. In this picture I’d guess she was
around 35.

